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YOU ARE CRAFTING WELLNESS.
HOW CAN WE HELP?

have been handcrafted in the MDF®
artisan tradition since 1971. They are
super-duty, high-performance
medical tools that meet the toughest
requirements of precision and accuracy.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
MDF® stethoscopes and reflex hammers
are covered by a full lifetime warranty
against manufacturer’s defects. Aneroid
sphygmomanometers have a lifetime
calibration warranty and three-year
warranty on the cuff and bulb.

FREE-PARTS-FOR-LIFE PROGRAM SM
Never pay for stethoscope replacement
parts again. MDF® Instruments offers
free lifetime replacement ComfortSeal

TM

eartips, non-chill bell rings, diaphragm
retaining rings, diaphragms, and ID tags.
Register at MDFinstruments.com/register
For complete warranty information, visit
MDFinstruments.com/warranty

MDFers around the world are doing great
things—volunteering their time, energy,
and resources to provide healthcare to
those in need.
If you (or someone you know) are
involved in helping those in your own
neighborhood or in far off places, let us
know how we can help your cause! Email
mission.control@MDFinstruments.com
or
call us at +1.818.357.5647.
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter to stay
up to date on the latest causes we’re
supporting.
facebook.com/MDFinstruments
@MDFinstruments
X0708

Handcrafted
Since 1971

For more information about all of our products, please visit MDFinstruments.com
MDF® 777 MD ONE™ STETHOSCOPE

MDF® 808B CALIBRA™ PRO SPHYGMOMANOMETER

The MD OneTM is the most popular model in the MDF® product
line and features a premium-grade stainless steel chestpiece
and ErgonoMaxTM headset, thick-walled tubing, and clear
silicone ComfortSealTM eartips for superior acoustic clarity. This
all-purpose stethoscope is ideal for general assessment in all
settings. Covered by a lifetime warranty and the
Free-Parts-for-Life ProgramSM.

The lost art of the double bellow sphygmomanometer has
been revived and crafted by MDF Instruments. The MDF®
Calibra® Pro Pocket Aneroid Sphygmomanometer is probably
the last remaining of its kind in the world. It is stress-tested over
3,000 times and calibrated five times, for double the
accuracy, durability, and longevity, making it perhaps the
most dependable blood pressure measurement device. It is
covered by a three-year warranty on the bulb and cuff, and
lifetime calibration warranty on the gauge.

MDF® 797X PROCARDIAL ERA™ STETHOSCOPE

> Adult

> Pediatric

> Infant

This is not a cardiology or cardiac stethoscope, this is the
MDF ProCardial ERA™—the very first stethoscope of its kind.
We promise, you’ve never seen a stethoscope like this. It is a
stethoscope completely reinvented and you won’t believe
how light it is. Enhanced by 7 unique patents, it features the
patented sound-sealing A2X tubing, a convertible chestpiece
with 3 real bells and 3 separate diaphragms in adult,
pediatric, and infant modes. Covered by a lifetime warranty
and the Free-Parts-for-Life Program .
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MDF® NT13 FEBRIS™ TOUCH-FREE INFRARED THERMOMETER
MDF® 15 LENUS™ DIGITAL BPM > WRIST
MDF® 65 LENUS™ DIGITAL BPM > ARM
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MDF® 848AR AIRIUS® PALM ANEROID SPHYGMOMANOMETER
MDF® 848IC ICONICA® PALM ANEROID SPHYGMOMANOMETER

MDF® 535XT TELESCOPING BABINSKI 2.0 HAMMER
MDF® 505XL PROFESSIONAL-GRADE TAYLOR 2.0

The Iconica and Airius gauge is made entirely in Germany,
and it is the original creations of Bosch + Sohn that became
the most popular sphygmomanometers in Europe. A
collaboration between industry pioneers—Bosch + Sohn and
MDF Instruments—brings you the world’s most recognizable
and respected sphygmomanometers. Backed by the
tradition of craftsmanship and heritage of excellence of over
half a century, these are instruments for those who pursue
perfection and value unrivaled precision. Covered by lifetime
calibration and three year warranty.
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Endorsed by the American Academy of Neurology®, MDF®
offers a full line of reflex hammers, including the Telescoping
Babinski 2.0 and Taylor 2.0. Both have been redesigned with Dr.
Douglas Lanska to accurately and effectively elicit reflexes
with less effort and greater patient comfort. The Telescoping
Babinski features a robust telescoping handle, built-in brush,
and silicone bumper. The Taylor 2.0 is a patented,
balance-weighted design with silicone bumper. All MDF
hammers are covered by a lifetime warranty.

®

MDF Digital Wellness Monitors suite features Febris, innovative
Touch-Free Thermometer and the LENUS class of digital blood
pressure monitors. The Febris Touch-Free Technology allows
you to simply point towards the patient forehead or any
object to get an instant and accurate temperature reading.
Lenus™ class blood pressure monitors have the largest display
in its class and are fully-automatic digital blood pressure
monitor that delivers fast, reliable measurements of blood
pressure and pulse. Covered by a 2-year warranty.
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